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Daily Chemical Reaction 
Moth To A Flame – Chemical Sector Profitability To 

Lure Production, Western Markets Most At Risk  

Key Points: 

- Global chemical production faced several notable headwinds in late 3Q 

that helped spur commodity prices upwards and offset some cost inflation. 

We anticipate a supply response as most producers are incentivized to run.  

- We flag pertinent chemical sector corporate updates (e.g., BASF, Siam 

Cement, Neste, Cabot Corp., Repsol, Epsilyte, Mitsui, Linde & others).  

- We find relevant ESG items worth notice, ranging from EU carbon value 

weakness to the decarbonization initiatives noted in our ESG report in LINK.  

- We note numerous other pertinent chemical sector items in this report.  

Exhibit #1: MDI-polyurethane prices have moved higher in October, reflecting an upward 

trend relative to global benzene prices that have occurred across all major markets per our 

estimate since July. We highlight this trend following positive general business trends from 

Dow and BASF in this area. In our view, peer MDI producers Huntsman and Covestro to 

flag generally similar business trends with upcoming 3Q21 reports. Our research today 

also comments on other relevant commodity and downstream industry trends worth notice.  

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2021 

General thoughts. The earnings report from BASF is the stand-out earnings release overnight. 

We find several positive business developments that offset a few well-known pockets of 

weakness due to curbed global automotive production. Slide 9 discusses the impact on its surface 

technology business within the earnings call slides in LINK as an example. We also highlight 

global chemical production estimates within the BASF slides (Ex. #4) show a volume slowdown 

with the ACC chemical production data this morning that shows a decline in volume in 

September relative to August. Storms in the US and power cuts in China are the major drivers of 

the moderation in global production rates in 3Q21. We also note a few mounting pockets of 

weakness, such as in US durable good orders in September, and we note higher global feedstock 

costs into 4Q21. Indeed, we argue that it does not bode well for margin trends after production 

returns during the next few months. We find most global producers incentivized to run on an 

integrated basis; especially, in the US. Ex. #1 highlights rising MDI prices relative to regional 

benzene costs, which we think will ring positive for MDI-polyurethane profit commentary with 
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upcoming 3Q21 reports from Huntsman and Covestro. Indeed, we find these markets tight despite some pockets of demand 

weakness, as previously noted in automotive, and we find Dow and BASF 3Q21 reports on the isocyanate and MDI-systems 

markets as implied to be generally constructive. When we broaden our scope to the overall commodity sector, we find a setting 

where production could ramp quite quickly. We will not be surprised to see significant Western premium price shrinkage during 

the next 3-6 months relative to Asia and, in some cases, Europe. Demand not holding up as consumer dollars shift to other 

areas, such as travel relative to durable goods, is a considerable risk for many chemical producers. With this in mind, we find 

few announcing major capacity additions, as is typical when margins notably expand. We tie this development to near-term 

optimism but low visibility into multi-year demand trends both from an existing product and market share perspective when 

considering alternative products, such as those with recycled content. In our view, this sets up a period of a likely weak profit 

setting in 2022/23, relative to 2021, but then a possible notable price and profit upcycle for the industry. In our view, this long-

term view will be the focus of most sector investors as industry profit potentially moderates in upcoming periods. Other items of 

note include a European carbon price that remains roughly 9% below its early 4Q21 high. We highlight several news items 

showing global freight rates moderating as supply is scrambling to find other paths to get into consumers' hands.  

Energy/Upstream:  

There are lots of discussions around the durability of higher energy prices and energy inflation is a central topic on some 

earnings conference calls and in many of our discussions with clients, especially those at chemical companies with the 

unfortunate task of having to prepare a 2022 budget, which of course includes a forecast of costs. We see continuing strain on 

the US and global natural gas system and, behind what will inevitably be some seasonal weather-related price volatility, a 

stronger market that could endure for years. The rate of addition of renewable power does not seem to be able to keep up with 

demand growth and replacement needs caused by some fossil fuel-based power plant closures around the World. Natural gas 

(LNG) is the natural plug-in replacement, and we continue to see underinvestment, relative to natural gas prices, as a 

consequence of ESG related pressure around capital spending. We would advise all clients to look at a 2022 scenario with 

natural gas, and oil higher than current levels.  

The very high LNG prices give a significant marginal competitive advantage to countries and regions that are long natural gas, 

such as the US and the Middle East, and even if the LNG prices shown in Exhibit 3 moderate materially in 2022, US chemical 

producers with either a high methane cost component or high power component should benefit.  

• Brazil's Bolsonaro mulls Petrobras privatization 

• Coal’s Drop to a Two-Month Low in Europe Weighs on Power Prices 

• Crestwood Expanding in Williston, Permian with $1.8B Oasis Midstream Takeover 

• EIG Strikes Nearly $1.6B Deal for Stake in Australian LNG Project 

• Embrace high fossil fuel prices because they are here to stay 

• Energy crunch shows need for more oil, gas investment: IEF secretary general 

• Energy price hike to leave mark on coalition talks as parties aim to help households 

• Equinor boosts share buybacks after 3Q profit boost  

• EU energy ministers discuss power price surge  

• High Probability Of Oil Reaching $100/Barrel, Says Blackrock CEO Fink 

• How Long Can This Keep Going On - Are We Headed For $100 Crude Oil? And Then What? 

• Late-Session Rally Trims Losses for Natural Gas Futures; Gulf Coast Storms Drag Down Cash 

• LNG 101: Russia’s Role in a Flailing European Natural Gas Market 

• Neste falls as cautious guidance outweighs profit beat  

• Oil declines after industry report shows rising U.S. inventories 

• Oil falls after increases in U.S. crude, fuel stockpiles 

• Oil Futures: Crude slows as US sees stock build 

• OPEC+ faces pressure as crude oil prices climb 

• Phillips 66 to acquire remaining stake in partnership for $3.4 bln 

• QatarEnergy Dips Toe in Canadian Offshore Through ExxonMobil Deal 

• Repsol Brings Norway’s Yme Oil Field Back On Stream After 20 Years 

• Rising energy prices create dilemma for Biden administration 

• With Northern Cold and Elevated Exports, AGA Says U.S. Winter Natural Gas Demand, Prices to Jump 
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Exhibit #2: The EIA expects US consumers to spend more on heating fuels, primarily driven by higher prices. We follow 

our commentary on increased Natural Gas and Propane expenditures from yesterday to note a more inclusive chart. 

 
Source: EIA – Winter Fuels Outlook, October 2021 

Exhibit #3: High Natural Gas Prices In Europe and Asia support US LNG exports, even considering higher US prices.  

 

Source: EIA – Winter Fuels Outlook, October 2021 

Supply Chain, Commodity Chemicals, & Chemical Sector News:  

As mentioned above, the BASF and ACC data in the charts below indicate how much production was impacted by storms and 

feedstock/power availability in recent months. With prices still high in the US and for most products in Europe also, not only 

are companies incented to run, but they also have the capacity available to do so. This is not the case in China for some 

production impacted by power outages and it is not the case for some production globally that is looking at punitive methane 

pricing because of LNG pricing. Otherwise, we would expect 4Q to show very strong production both sequentially and year on 

year. On quarterly calls, we have heard a number of companies talk about the need to rebuild inventory and see this as a reason 

for demand to stay stronger for longer. Inventory needs by customers are generally impacted by end demand but also by the 

expected direction of prices – if prices look like they are going to rise a customer will buy more now - if they look like they are 

going to fall, inventories become less of an issue. As we head through 4Q and into 2022, this becomes a hard call to make, as 

while US pricing and European pricing for many chemicals and polymers have been well above costs, setting up record 3Q 

profits for many, we have the energy inflation issue that is shown very clearly in the exhibit above, and fear of an energy spike, 

giving chemical producers a genuine cost argument, may cause customers to keep the inventory build goals that they have been 

indicating in 3Q. We may have more production in 4Q 2021 but we may see less pricing downside if the consensus view moves 

to higher energy prices for longer.  
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• Winning the race with inflation: The pricing opportunity for industrial companies 

• BASF posts 3Q21 results – see factsheet, earnings call presentation, and prepared remarks in LINK. 

• BASF chemical division’s booming margins to fall, high prices ‘not new normal’ - BASF chief 

• BASF expects €600m-hit from high natural gas prices to rise further 

• BASF lifts profit guidance again on higher chemicals prices 

• BASF and Entegris Sign Agreement on the Sale of Precision Microchemicals Business 

• Biden heads to G20 to talk energy prices, supply chain woes 

• BorsodChem ramps up MDI unit after maintenance 

• Cabot Corporation Launches New Carbon Black with Low Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon Content 

• China September lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) imports down, lithium hydroxide (LiOH) exports up 

• Dow posted $14.8 billion net sales revenue for July-Sep 2021; Braskem gets creditors approval for Mexican 

contract changes; Mexico’s Alpek to increase PET recycling capacity 

• Entegris profits grow 48% YOY on strong semiconductor markets 

• Epsilyte raises November EPS prices on higher feedstock costs  

• Fire hits SCG's olefins complex in Thailand. Argus notes, “A fire occurred at Thai petrochemical producer Siam 

Cement's (SCG) Map Ta Phut olefins complex. The fire erupted at a naphtha tank. Operations were not impacted.”  

• Iberchem, Croda to open fragrance facility in Brazil 

• India’s Meghmani Finechem records higher second-quarter revenue 

• Inflation Genie Out Of The Bottle: Five Questions For The ECB 

• Mitsui Chemicals and SKC to terminate MCNS polyurethanes JV in South Korea 

• Pregis begins production at new South Carolina blown film plant 

• Linde Group appoints new CEO 

• Raw material inflation to continue, despite ‘some stabilization’ - Axalta 

• Raw Material Supply Problems Hurt German Industrial Exports 

• Tight resin inventories, supply disruptions in 2021 lead to record margins but also to calls for more transparency 

• Wacker Chemie to buy majority stake in China's Sico for $140 million 

Exhibit #4: Global chemical production increased by around 4 percent in 3Q21 YoY, per BASF and industry data. All 

regions recorded growth; it was most pronounced in Europe and Asia, excluding China. However, several temporary 

factors – such as the global semiconductor shortage, Hurricanes Ida and Nicholas in the US, and power cuts in some 

provinces of China – led to overall lower growth rates compared with 2Q21.  

 
Source: BASF 3Q21 Earnings Call Presentation, October 2021 
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Exhibit #5: US Chemical Production Declined in September.  

Source: American Chemistry Council, October 2021 

Sustainability, Clean Energy, Recycling & ESG:  

Our ESG and Climate Piece today focuses heavily on COP26, which begins this weekend, and has been the subject of many of 

this week's stories, as attending countries make their concerns and preferences known and as companies and lobbying groups try 

to be heard. The highlighted FT article today talks about the minimum needs from COP26. We highlight this because we have 

been talking about the same things for months – the significant gap between what is pledged for 2030 and what is needed, and 

the need to attack emissions of methane and CO2 aggressively. The methane issue can likely best be achieved through 

legislation – especially as some of the leaks around the world may not belong to anyone, who could benefit from an incentive or 

be penalized for the leak. The CO2 emission issue will always be bet addressed through a pricing mechanism on carbon.  

Separately, we get a sense that China’s goal of net-zero by 2060 has legitimized the goal for others, with Russia and now Saudi 

Arabia joining the 2060 club. In recent work, we focused on the competitive edge that China might gain from being a decade 

late - China: A Challenge With 2060 Goal But Also A Possible Edge. The advantages discussed in this report might also 

accrue to Russia and Saudi Arabia. We do not see this ending well, especially if others with significant climate goal challenges 

decide that this is a better club to join.  

We include the Hydrogen Council chart in Exhibit as a reminder that there are many ways to move along the path to net-zero 

and we need all of them. Each technology and solution will have its place and, perhaps more important, its time. Ultimately, we 

need to move towards a ground transport system that is dominated by electric power and hydrogen – either as a direct fuel or 

through fuel cells. But the timing will be key and we cannot ignore the many vehicle analysis studies that suggest ICE-based 

cars and light trucks will not peak in use before the mid-2030s. To try and move that transition faster we would need to pay 

people to switch from perfectly good ICE cars to electric ones – this adds to costs in a transition that is already expensive. 

Sustainable gasoline may be a cheaper path to allow for a less forced move to EVs and one that does not cause undue economic 

harm or drive unintended consequences. 

• Al Gore launches climate change asset manager 

• Almost halve emissions by 2030 for 1.5°C goals: UN 

• Article 6 capacity building needed: German adviser 

• Axens and Sumitomo develop first waste-based polyolefin production 

• Berry Global sees exponential growth in recycled plastics volumes - CEO 
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• Big Oil Learns Carbon Scores Matter to Investors: Green Insight 

• Biomethane GOs cross-border trading needs a harmonized EU registry system 

• By the numbers: A snapshot of the EU ETS – 2020-21 edition 

• Canadian green activist named environment minister  

• China eyes higher EV, renewable energy use by 2030. Argus notes, “The Chinese government has announced 

plans to accelerate achieving its peak carbon dioxide emissions by 2030, targeting much higher usage of new 

energy vehicles in the next decade.” 

• China's action plan for CO2 cuts to cap primary refining capacity at 20 mil b/d by 2025 

• China’s Energy Crisis Complicates Its Plans for Climate Announcements Ahead of COP26 

• Climate Change: What Are the Economic Stakes?  

• Climate Inaction Costlier Than Net Zero Transition 

• Climate spending in reconciliation could near $600B 

• COP-bound Chile promotes green brand  

• COP26: Developing Countries Can Afford the Transition to Green Power 

• What is the least we need from COP26? 

• Cutting Emissions Remains a Struggle for Shipping 

• E-MOBILITY SPOTLIGHT: Spain’s regulatory environment to boost EV sales, charging infrastructure  

• EU could miss hydrogen electrolyzer target for 2024: ICIS and Hydrogen Europe 

• EU emissions drop 10% amid pandemic restrictions as renewables rise to top 

• EU leaders postpone the decision on energy crisis, ETS intervention 

• EU recycled 41% of plastic packaging waste in 2019 

• Euro Markets: EUAs edge higher in illiquid market as energy firms 

• Euro Markets: EUAs post 2% weekly drop despite marginal Friday advance 

• Euro Markets: EUAs test resistance at €60 as energy gives up early gains 

• Euro Zone Banks Raised Bar For Mortgages In Third Quarter, ECB Says 

• Fast-track route to renewables best option for European industry-research 

• FEATURE: Efforts to cut shipping emissions face cost opposition amid record profits 

• From Paris to Glasgow: cutting through climate jargon  

• Glue no longer a problem for recyclers of food packaging says Siropack 

• GM electric commercial vehicle unit to build dedicated dealer network 

• G20 carbon pricing still lagging even as coverage improves -OECD 

• High Oil Prices Can Help the Environment 

• How technology can support sustainability risk management 

• Industry group sees ‘lukewarm' support for resin tax in DC  

• Invesco launches ESG version of $200bn exchange traded fund 

• Investors on board as US oil majors dismiss wind and solar projects 

• Lack of transparency casts doubt on “carbon neutral” fuel deals –report 

• Latin America’s environmental villains dodge the COP26 

• Lycra Teams Up With Swiss Firm on Sustainable Nylon Substitute 

• Massachusetts methane emissions top expectations: Study 

• Mexico bid to end self-supply power to hit industries  

• Mexico to call for more climate funds at Cop 26  

• Moving carbon goalposts will be a wrenching burden | Reuters 

• MPL Looking to Low-Carbon LNG for Mexico’s Puerto Libertad, Progressing to FID 

• Nations could deliver $100 bln climate finance promise three years late 

• Net-Zero Push ‘Will Bring Biggest Peacetime Changes To Global Economy’ 

• Ogel taking Lego-inspired recycled plastics solution across borders 

• Oil and gas firms not aligning emissions cuts with Paris goals -report 

• Oil Major Eni To Seek $17B Valuation Of Renewables Unit In IPO 
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• Plastic Energy, Freepoint Eco-Systems, and TotalEnergies partner on Advanced Recycling Project in the US 

• COP26 has to be the turning point … from climate negotiations to climate solutions - Truth, for its own sake...  

• Plastics more sustainable than alternatives, says PLASTICS 

• Price on carbon must be part of this year’s climate legislation 

• Pricing methane and carbon emissions will help US meet the climate moment 

• Printex Transparent Packaging introduces clear boxes with 100 per cent post-consumer recycled PET 

• Renewable hydrogen 'cheaper than conventional hydrogen' by 2030: Australia CEFC executive 

• SABIC announces world’s first bio-based, certified renewable high-performance amorphous polymer to support 

customer sustainability goals 

• Saudi Arabia targets net zero emissions by 2060, joins global methane pledge 

• Saudi Aramco plans new green hydrogen, ammonia project  

• Spain refines ideas to curb EU ETS speculation, EU remains split on energy market action 

• Stellantis four new EV platforms to each support 2 mln vehicles a year-exec 

• Sunfire secures Landmark investment to accelerate growth of its Green Hydrogen technologies 

• Talos Allies with TechnipFMC to Expand Gulf Coast CCS Strategy 

• TC Transcontinental Packaging offering new packaging made of recycled plastic 

• The Green Brief: Gas, nuclear and the EU taxonomy saga – EURACTIV.com 

• The need to elevate developing countries at COP26 

• Toray, LG Chem to jointly invest over $850 million to form battery separator film JV in Hungary 

• Trex promotes plastic film recycling 

• UK recyclers dispute prime minister’s comments 

• UN urges G20 to ensure finance sector's climate pledges are solid 

• Updated climate commitments still falling short of global temperature goals: UNEP 

• US Consumer Confidence Improved in October as Covid-19 Delta Wave Eased 

• VCM Report: Exchange-traded VER prices notch new highs as traders absorb bumper supply 

• Vestas plans to open 400 MW wind plant in Saudi Arabia as more bids in region likely 

•  World's top energy agencies call for huge scale-up in clean power projects 

Exhibit #6: The Carbon price in Europe has fallen ~4% since the start of 4Q21 but is ~75% higher YTD.  

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2021  
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Exhibit #7: Greener, Faster, Cheaper: A Combination of Battery and Fuel Cell Electric Technology Is Key to 

Successfully Decarbonising Global Transport - Hydrogen Council. 

Source: Hydrogen Council, C-MACC Analysis, October 2021  

Other Chemical Industry, Demand & Downstream News:  

Shipping rates are coming down slowly, and the delays at the ports on the US West coast are also easing (slowly). We have seen 

these trends in the past this year only for them to reverse again, so we should likely not start to celebrate, but it is a better 

direction. It is not a good direction if you are a US seller of polymers to US customers as the opportunity to import polymers 

from Asia may rise as costs (including the cost of delays) fall. However, despite marginally better distribution we still see 

reports of potential holiday season shortages, which likely guarantee that the shortages will occur. This may be another reason 

for chemical and polymer customers in the US to look for more inventory as they see rising apparent demand from their 

customers in the near-term  

There is no let-up on the calls for higher inflation and we may just be changing who or what is in the driving seat, from supply 

constraints to higher energy and other input costs, although both seem to be driving the fears for now. While we would expect 

some of the supply chain issues to ease in 2022, we are less convinced that energy costs will fall and this would lead us to 

believe that higher inflation could linger.  

• AMD forecasts strong revenue on data-center, gaming chips demand 

• Are historically high shipping rates causing consumer price inflation? 

• Asian currencies fall on US rate expectations, China jitters 

• Avery Dennison Announces Third Quarter 2021 Results 

• Bloomsbury boosted by surging orders as booksellers try to avoid shortages 

• Boeing posts quarterly loss on 787, Starliner problems 

• Buy early for Christmas, Puma tells shoppers 

• "Buy it when you see it." Retailers dread holiday shortages 

• China industrial profit growth accelerates in Sept despite cost pressures 

• Demolition Rates Spike Yet Again, With Tankers Prime Candidates for More Scrapping 

• Dollar edges lower, Australian dollar calms after inflation jump 

• Dry Bulk Market: Riding on the Global Economy’s Rebound 

• Electrolux warns on supply challenges and rising prices 
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• EU pledges 'faithful' application of global bank capital rules from 2025 

• Eurozone Bank Lending Survey Still Signals Moderate Investment Outlook 

• Eurozone Banks Raised Bar For Mortgages In Third Quarter, ECB Says 

• Eurozone bond yields dip before Thursday's ECB policy meeting 

• Faurecia’s sales drop 10% on chips shortage 

• Forecasting 2022 while keeping an eye on inflation, supply chains and the Fed 

• French consumer confidence falls in October as inflation worries grows 

• Gas price surge pushes Europe's ceramics industry to breaking point 

• GE lifts 2021 earnings forecast, flags 'challenging' operating environment  

• General Dynamics profit rises on marine, aero sales boost 

• German auto makers can't build hundreds of thousands of cars due to chip shortages - Altmaier 

• German consumer sentiment rises for 2nd month despite inflation - GfK 

• German firms’ confidence keeps falling on supply chain woes 

• Germany Cuts GDP Growth Forecast To 2.6% For 2021, Lifts 2022 Estimate To 4.1% 

• GM outlook doesn't impress, sees chip shortage continuing; shares drop 

• GM chief expects impact of chip squeeze to linger through next year 

• Graham Corporation Reports Sales Grew 22% for Second Quarter Fiscal 2022 

• GSK improves profit outlook after Q3 beats expectations 

• High-Profit Parcels; Office Supplies Delayed; Buying Into Warehousing 

• Home-Price Growth Holds at Record in August 

• Key Insights Into China’s Current Economic Situation 

• Kraft Heinz lifts profit view on boost from inflation-prompted price hikes 

• LG Display Q3 profit buoyed by higher TV panel prices 

• Lockheed tumbles 12% as supply chain woes hammer forecast 

• Lufthansa CEO sees business travel recovering faster than thought 

• McDonald's sales soar on higher prices, newer menu items  

• No End In Sight For Labor Shortages As US Companies Fight High Costs 

• Oaktree Capital to sell down shares in rare earth firm Neo in a secondary offering 

• Owens Corning Reports Third-Quarter 2021 Results 

• Powell Says Supply-Side Constraints Have Worsened, Creating More Inflation Risk 

• Raytheon raises profit forecast on commercial aero demand 

• Return to Office Meets Supply-Chain Snarls 

• Shippers Find New Supply-Chain Hurdles at Alternate Ports 

• South Korea’s 2021 Trade Volume Hits $1 Trln, Poised For Record This Year  

• Supply chain woes to hurt Texas Instruments' holiday-quarter revenue 

• Thai Jan-Sept Exports Rise 15.5% Y/Y – Commerce Minister 

• UK DIY retailer Wickes flags slowing sales, backs full-year guidance 

• UK retailers warn of pre-Christmas price rises 

• US Consumer Confidence Improved in October as Covid-19 Delta Wave Eased 

• US core capital goods orders beat expectations in September 

• US Durable-Goods Orders Declined in September 

• US Home Sales Jumped 7% in September 

• US 2-year yield at 19-month high, curve flattens 

• Visa beats profit estimates on travel, online spending boom 

• Baltic Dry Index falls to 3808 down 248 points 
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Exhibit #8: California Gross Container Traffic Fell In September MoM, But Remains Above Three Year Average 

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2021 

 

Exhibit #9: Freight rates from China to US West and East Coast Ports fell modestly WoW, though rates remain near 

historic highs. We flag an article titled Happy Halloween for boxship operators to show the tight global market. 

 
Source: Bloomberg, C-MACC Analysis, October 2021 
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Flow Charts & Ancillary Data 

Ex. 10 Specialty versus commodity 

 

Ex. 11 Chemical industry characteristics 

 

 

 
Source: SRI consulting, C-MACC, July 2021  Source: C-MACC, July 2021 

Ex. 12 Chemical industry and its upstream and downstream industries  

 

Source: C-MACC, July 2021 
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Ex. 13 Petrochemical Industry Production Flow – a look at the commodities and their end use 

 

Source: C-MACC, July 2021 
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Ex. 14  The conversion of petrochemicals to primary intermediates/derivatives 

 

Source: C-MACC, July 2021 

Ex. 15  Intermediates & derivative conversion to end markets 

 

Source: C-MACC, July 2021 
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